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 Anxiety disorders have turned out to be the most common mental health conditions prevailing all 
over the world. The symptoms of  anxiety are very common in the community, not only affecting the younger 
generations but also the elderly. There have been a number of  advances in the pharmacotherapy of  anxiety 
disorders in recent decades. Normal anxiety is a kind of  emotion that mainly helps to face the threats and 
problems awaiting an individual. But when this emotion exceeds a certain limit, it causes harm to the same 
individual. Thus, this paper gives an overall review on what exactly anxiety is, how is it caused and the different 
treatment methods used so far for anxiety. Apart from this the future aspects has also been covered in this 
paper.

 The data were collected from various sources like journal articles, textbooks, internet, related 
materials in library and databases such as pubmed, google scholar and so on.

New developments are forthcoming in the field of  alternative strategies for managing anxiety and 
for treatment-resistant cases. 

 As a word, anxiety may seem very small to read but when it comes to a person's life it can be life 
threatening. There are varieties of  conventional treatment methods available for anxiety and many promising 
therapies are yet to come.

 anxiety disorders, epidemiology, Psychological treatments, Psychotherapy, Antidepressants.

INTRODUCTION
Apparently we all face physical, mental, emotional 

1
and social challenges in our day to day life . It is 
normal to feel anxious especially when facing a 
tough and challenging situation, attending a job 
interview or cracking a tough exam. But when these 
fears dominate and interrupt our daily activities, it 
leads to anxiety disorders. Anxiety is a state of  
emotion that is not pleasant in nature and is often 
associated with uneasiness, discomfort and concern 

2or fear about some future threat . Nearly one-eighth 

of  the total population throughout the world is 
subjected to anxiety and thus it has become a very 

3
important area of  research interest .
Anxiety disorders usually last for many years and are 
characterised by depression, decreased quality of  life 

4
and increased mortality . There are many different 
ways for treating anxiety, the main treatment being 
psychopharmacological and cognitive behavioural 
therapy. Still researches are being conducted to use a 
combination of  these treatment methods for the 
improvement of  future complications.

Anxiety not only affects our body but it also affects 
ones thoughts and behaviour. It becomes a problem 
when the person's body reacts to an imaginary 
danger. An anxious person is subjected to a number 
of  sensations in the body. These sensations are 
nothing but the body's natural reaction to the 

Symptoms 
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evading dangers. Experiencing anxiety mainly 
depends on two components namely physical and 

5emotional components . Physical sensations include 
nervousness, worry, fear, irritability, isolation from 
others, insecurity, desire to escape, feeling that one is 
going to die etc. While emotional sensations include 
headache, nausea, vomiting, sweating, trembling, 
stomach pain, diarrhoea, ulcers, weakness, body 
ache, shortness of  breath.

SYMPTOMS OF ANXIETY

OBSESSIVE PANIC POST TRAUMATIC SOCIAL 
COMPULSIVE DISORDER STRESS ANXIETY
DISORDER DISORDER
Fear to use public toilets Fear of dying Feeling of depression Fear of public
Obsession Panic attack Difficulty in sleeping Speaking
Thoughts of sex Shortness of breath Irritability Confusion
Thoughts of murder Chest pain Muscle tension
Hallucinations Sweating

Etiology

Genetic factors

Brain chemistry

As such the exact cause of  anxiety is not known, 
although a number of  factors have shown 

6
involvement in its cause . However anxiety, like 
other forms of  mental illness is not caused due to 
personal weakness or flaw in ones character. But it 
occurs due to involvement of  several factors like 
genetic, biochemical and social factors.

Evidences suggest that genetic factors play an 
7

important role in causing anxiety . A chance of  
anxiety disorder in a person whose family is already 

8suffering from the disorder is higher . Even though 
certain genes are involved in provoking anxiety, but 
it is not necessary that such disorder will only 
develop due to a single gene. In turn a number of  
genes have been associated with anxiety like 

9PLXNA2, SERT, CRH and COMT . Some of  the 
genes even have an impact on neurotransmitters and 
hormones, which are somehow directly related to 
anxiety. Apart from this many other factors also play 
a key role in anxiety.

Several studies have shown that neurotransmitters 
present in brain are directly associated with the 

10development of  anxiety . Abnormal levels of  
neurotransmitters can cause generalised anxiety 
disorder. Neurotransmitters are the brain's chemical 

messengers that transmit signals between brain cells. 
The three main neurotransmitters responsible for 
causing anxiety are serotonin, norepinephrine and 
gamma amino butyric acid (GABA). 

Apart from this certain changes in brain activity also 
leads to anxiety. These changes may include 
abnormalities in cerebral blood flow and 
metabolism, changes in the activities in locus 
ceruleus etc.

Some of  the life experiences like stress from job or 
job loss, financial issues, severe medical illness, death 
of  a loved one, divorce may also contribute to 
anxiety disorders. Long term exposure to violence, 
poverty, illness and abuse has an increased impact on 

11
anxiety .

Several other factors that cause anxiety include 
substance use and abuse, environmental and external 
factors like stress at work, lack of  oxygen at high 
altitude, psychological factors like behavioral 

12
changes, spiritual concerns .Health problems such 
as asthma, heart diseases, cancer and diabetes can 

13lead to anxiety . Differences in personality can also 
significantly affect the development of  anxiety 
disorder in an individual.

It has been reported that approximately 500 million 
people all over the world suffer from mental 

14
distress . Most of  the disabilities and deaths occur as 
a result of  mental impairments. This in turn 
increases the risk of  physical illness as well as 
mortality. Mostly anxiety disorders appear during 
childhood and scientifically proven evidences show 
that most children continue to have such disorders 

15
even after they grow up . Depression, a form of  
anxiety disorder is amongst the most common 
causes of  mental problems.

It has been reported that women are more prone to 
anxiety disorders than men. As they are very 
common, anxiety disorders have a major impact on 

16economy . They affect productivity due to job loss 
as well as financial stress. Effect of  anxiety disorder 
on an individual is so severe that it leads to 
depression, alcohol or substance abuse or 

17
personality disorder .

Several treatment methods have been discovered in 

Social factors

Other factors

Epidemiology

Treatment and Therapy
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the last few decades for the people suffering from 
anxiety. Even though a number of  treatment options 
are available, still less than 30% of  the individuals 

18suffering from the disorder opt for treatment . 
Before beginning the treatment, proper and careful 
diagnostic evaluation of  the individual is carried out 
to determine if  the symptoms are caused due to 
anxiety disorder or due to any other physical 
problem. 

If  the disorder has been diagnosed, the types of  
disorder or the combination of  disorders that are 
present are identified depending on which type of  
therapy or treatment approaches are opted. The 
most common varieties of  treatment for anxiety 
disorders are psychotherapy and medication. In 
order to increase the effectiveness of  the treatment 
in certain cases, a combination of  psychotherapy 
and drug therapy is considered appropriate than 

19
individual treatment approaches . 

Psychotherapy has been considered the first choice 
of  treatment. However, in certain exceptional cases 
where anxiety becomes so severe that immediate 
treatment is needed to prevent any further 
complications, the following therapies come into 
picture.
ØBehavioral therapy:-These emphasize on 

using techniques such as guided imagery, 
relaxation training, biofeedback (to control 
stress and muscle tension) and exposure with 

20response prevention . These techniques are 
achieved by gradually exposing the person to 
the object or the situation that he fears the 
most. A therapist will often accompany the 
person to provide mental support and 
guidance. 

ØCognitive behavioral therapy (CBT):-CBT 
has been proven to be the most effective 
form of  treatment for anxiety disorders and 
has received enormous amount of  empirical 
support. In this therapy, people learn to deal 
with fears by modifying their ways of  
thinking, behaving and reacting to anxiety 
producing and fearful situations. It has been 
scientifically proven that CBT is effective for 
several anxiety disorders, particularly panic 

21
disorder and social phobia . In case of  social 
anxiety disorder, CBT can help people learn 
and practise social skills.

Psychological treatments

The two specific components of  CBT are 
cognitive therapy and exposure (behavioral) 
therapy. Cognitive therapy helps people 
change their thinking patterns by focussing 
on identifying, challenging and then 
neutralising unhelpful thoughts. Exposure 
therapy focuses on changing people's 
reactions to anxiety provoking situations. 
The person confronts the things he or she 
fears by engaging in activities he or she has 
been avoiding. This therapy is used along 
with relaxation exercises. CBT can be 
conducted on an individual person or a 
group of  people who have similar problems.

ØPsychotherapy:-Psychotherapy or “talk 
therapy” can help people with anxiety 
disorders. It mainly aims in resolving mental 
conflicts and stresses, as well as try to bring 
out and treat the several aspects of  anxiety 
disorders solely through talk therapy. This is 
done by having a face to face conversation 
with a trained mental health professional 
such as psychologist, psychiatrist, social 
worker or a counsellor so that the person 

22learns how to deal such disorders .
ØFamily therapy and parent training:-The fact 

that a person may develop anxiety disorders 
due to family issues cannot be taken lightly. 
Thus, this therapy mainly focuses on the 
family and its dynamics. It may be assumed 
that the individual of  a family may suffer 
from mental turmoil due to the rising 
conflicts that may occur among the family 
members. Thus each member is expected to 
contribute in resolving the conflict or the 
problem that is being addressed.

Pharmacological treatments (medication)
Research has shown that people suffering from 
anxiety disorders often get relief  with medications 
such as benzodiazepines, azapirones, tricyclic anti 
depressants. These medications mainly affects 
various neurotramsmitters particularly serotonin, 
norepinephrine and GABA. Such medications can 
only be prescribed by a medical doctor. These help in 
reducing symptoms of  anxiety especially when 
combined with cognitive behavioural therapy. The 
most important classes of  medications used to 
combat anxiety disorders are anti depressants, anti 
anxiety drugs and beta blockers. 
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Antidepressants

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs)

Tricyclic and Tetracyclic antidepressants 

Antidepressants are considered to be the first choice 
of  drugs for the treatment of  anxiety disorders. 
These are prescribed because of  their safety, efficacy 
and non addictiveness and do not show any long 
term effects. But the fact that these medications do 
have side effects cannot be left unnoticed. For some 
people, the side effects are mild while for others it 
may be more troubling. Several anti depressants are 

23
potent inhibitors of  cytochrome p450 enzymes . 
These drugs are more beneficial in cases where 

24
anxiety and depression occurs together . The sub 
classes of  antidepressants include selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors,  serotonin 
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, tricyclic and 
tetracyclic antidepressants and Monoamine oxidase 
inhibitors.

These drugs are also known as serotonin specific 
25

reuptake inhibitors . SSRIs are usually used in case 
of  depression and include fluoxetine, sertraline, 
citalopram, escitalopram, fluvoxamine, paroxetine 

26
and vilazodone . These drugs act by inhibiting the 
serotonin transporter and cause desensitization of  
postsynaptic serotonin receptors, thus bringing back 
the activity of  serotonergic pathways to normal.

Common side effects include sexual inhibition, 
gastrointestinal complaints, weight gain, headaches 
and sedation.
Serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors 
(SNRIs)

These include venlafaxine, desvenlafaxine and 
27

duloxetine . The main mechanism of  action 
includes inhibition of  serotonin and norepinephrine 
transporters. These are used when SSRIs fail to treat 
anxiety disorders or show inadequate response since 

28SNRIs are considered to be as effective as SSRIs . 
Common side effects include nausea, drowsiness, 
dizziness, fatigue, loss of  appetite and sexual 
dysfunction. In higher doses, venlafaxine may 
increase blood pressure.

All tricyclic antidepressants cause norepinephrine 
reuptake inhibition and most of  them also mediate 
serotonin reuptake inhibition. These drugs are rarely 
used in the treatment of  anxiety disorders as they 
produce adverse effects to a greater extend and are 

lethal in case of  overdose. However, clomipramine is 
29one such drug that is considered safe and effective . 

These may interact with certain medications 
especially medications used to treat heart diseases. 
Common side effects include dry mouth, tremors, 
constipation, sedation, blurred vision.

These are highly effective medications used for the 
treatment of  depression and anxiety. Due to their 
dietary complications and side effects, they are used 
very rarely. They may interact with tyramine or dopa 
containing food substances thus causing severe high 
blood pressure, which may be life threatening. 
Tyramine is a protein found in foods that are 
fermented or high in yeast. Common adverse effects 
include nausea, postural hypotension, insomnia, 
anticholinergic symptoms and weight gain.

These are a group of  medications that increase the 
activity of  the GABA neurotransmitter system. 
These help in making people quiet and calm by 
reducing excess of  excitement and anxiety. Still they 
are not considered to be the first choice of  therapy 
because of  the risks associated with their chronic 

30
use . The benzodiazepines most commonly used to 
treat anxiety disorders are clonazepam, alprazolam 
and lorazepam. These drugs work by facilitating 
GABA neurotransmission. In certain cases high 
dosage may lead to generation of  side effects, hence, 
cognitive behavioural therapy is combined with low 

31
doses of  benzodiazepine . Common side effects 
include drowsiness, sedation, dizziness and loss of  
balance.

Some of  the evidences suggest that buspirone is 
effective in the treatment of  generalised anxiety 
disorder. It works mainly through the serotonin 
neurotransmitter system and becomes effective 
within two to three weeks. Anti psychotic 
medications are rarely used to treat anxiety disorders. 
They are generally given at a low dose in combination 
with anti depressants.

Research on anxiety has provided a lot of  useful 
information about the role of  genetics and 
environmental influences. Although there are 
numerous treatment options available, they target 

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors

Benzodiazepines 

Other medications

Advancement and future scope of research in 
anxiety
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different symptoms of  anxiety. In the last five years, 
most of  the researches have been carried out on 
panic disorder. The findings include support for the 
usefulness of  imipramine and clomipramine and 
probably other agents; evidence that the 
benzodiazepines alprazolam, diazepam, lorazepam, 
and clonazepam are approximately equally effective 
as antipanic agents; and high variability in relapse 
rates after discontinuation of  drug treatment. 
Researchers are still trying to develop new ways of  
treating anxiety disorders and to improve the existing 
treatment methods. In the future, more effective and 
perhaps hybrid treatments of  several options need to 
be explored in order to increase the success and 
duration of  anxiety relief.

Epidemiological research suggests that anxiety 
disorders have the highest prevalence rate among 
psychiatric disorders. Anxiety disorders are treatable. 
Even though several types of  treatment options are 
available for anxiety disorder still, more work needs 
to be directed toward merging of  our knowledge of  
the biological mechanisms of  anxiety with treatment 
in order to more accurately predict and improve 
treatment response.

CONCLUSION
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